CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

This chapter, the researcher presents the findings and the analysis of the data using the theory that has been reviewed in chapter II. Therefore, the data related to the objective of the research problem covering: (1) to identify the kinds of directive acts that used in President Obama’s Farewell Address; (2) to find out the kind of directive acts that is the most dominant Barack Obama productions.

A. Findings

This research use library research by approaching the descriptive qualitative method. The way of researcher collected the data from utterances that written in a script that have within directives acts used by Obama who as the speaker of speech. In this research, the researcher found kind of directive acts at least 33 utterances of the speaker within directive acts. Those are utterances such as 7 of ordering, 8 of requesting, 11 of advising, and 7 of suggesting. Then, the researcher also found the possible reason for the speaker for producing the most dominant is advising contains directive acts because the speaker most brings out advice to much followed by advising criteria.

1. Kinds of directive acts used by the speaker found in the speech script “President Obama’s Farewell Address”

For this research, the researcher found four kinds of directive acts in “President Obama’s Farewell Address”. As we know, from the analysis of this chapter, the researcher found the result of kinds of directive acts that will present as table below:
Table 4.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Ordering</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Requesting</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Advising</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Suggesting</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researcher chooses most samples of utterances as possible as the data of directive acts which is the description and the data are found follows:

1. Ordering

In this term of ordering there were 7 of ordering among 33 utterances. The ordering is orders someone to do something that means the speaker wants to the hearer do just like the speaker said. Here, the paradigm case ordering as the analysis of utterances within directive acts which as follows:

[1] Datum 1

“Because as my mother used to tell me, reality has a way of catching up with you. **Take the challenge of climate change.**”

(Paragraph 12)
Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry to not afraid with a problem that will come and can through all task with the utterance “take of climate change” that’s based on Obama’s experience was motivated by his mother.

In the datum [1], the utterance which underlines contains utterance directive acts by the paradigm case ordering based on Obama's utterance "Take the challenge of climate change". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.

[2] Datum 2

“If you are tired of arguing with strangers on the internet, try to talk with one in real life.” (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry to try to talk one of the strangers in real life if the citizenry has revolted arguing on the internet with the utterance "try to talk with one in real life".

In the datum [2], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case ordering is based on Obama's utterance "try to talk with one in real life". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in
the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.

[3] Datum 3

“If something needs fixing, **lace up your shoes and do some organizing.**” (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry to get ready to confront the problem that will come with organizing. This is where he told with the utterance “lace up your shoes and do some organizing”.

In the datum [3], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case ordering is based on Obama's utterance "**try to talk with one in real life**". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.

[4] Datum 4

“If you're disappointed by your elected officials, **grab a clipboard, get some signatures, and run for office yourself.**” (Paragraph 15)
Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry for activities such as making changes to office decisions in accordance with their expectations, if citizenry do not satisfy with elected officials. So Obama told them to take action with the utterance "grab a clipboard, get some signatures, and run for office yourself ".

In the datum [4], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case ordering is based on Obama's utterance "grab a clipboard, get some signatures, and run for office yourself". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.


“If you're disappointed by your elected officials, grab a clipboard, get some signatures, and run for office yourself. Show up.” (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry to do real activities with the utterance "Show up". This command utterance is to strengthen citizenry hip more confident to make changes to their personal decisions towards the office according to their expectations by showing concrete evidence.
In the datum [5], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case ordering is based on Obama's utterance "Show up". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.


“If something needs fixing, lace up your shoes and do some organizing. If you're disappointed by your elected officials, grab a clipboard, get some signatures, and run for office yourself. Show up. Dive in.” (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry searching deep with the utterance "Dive in". The command utterance aims to make citizenry more play a bigger and deeper role in the changes they expect. So the word makes them not hesitate and more satisfied with their decisions.

In the datum [6], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case ordering is based on Obama's utterance "Dive in". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in
accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.

[7] Datum 7

“If something needs fixing, lace up your shoes and do some organizing. If you're disappointed by your elected officials, grab a clipboard, get some signatures, and run for office yourself. Show up. Dive in. Persevere.” (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama orders to the citizenry to consistent in their choice of action changes with the utterance "Persevere". On the other hand, the command that utterance aims to enable citizenry to survive and struggle to finally get tangible results.

In the datum [7], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case ordering is based on Obama's utterance "Persevere". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) ordering most often used by the older to the young people, (b) verb usually put in the front (c) more resolute temperament. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included ordering.

2. Requesting

In this term of requesting there were 8 of requesting amoung 33 utterances. The requesting is to ask something politely or officially that
means the speaker wants to the hearer do just like the speaker said with politeness. Here, the paradigm case requesting as the analysis of utterances within directive acts which as follows:

**[8] Datum 8**

“It's the insistence that these rights, while self-evident, have never been self-executing; that we, the people, through the instrument of our democracy, can form a more perfect union.”

(Paragraph 2)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry where he invited them to exercise their rights through their democratic instruments to form a unity of the nation that was more perfect with the utterance "can form a more perfect union".

In the datum [8], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting is based on Obama's utterance "can form a more perfect union". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.
“And if anyone can put together a plan that is demonstrably better than the improvements we've made to our healthcare system – that covers as many people at less cost – I will publicly support it.” (Paragraph 8)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry where he asked that one of them be able to arrange so that the health costs were cheaper than the government with the utterance "if anyone can put together a plan".

In the datum [9], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting based on Obama's utterance "anyone can put together a plan". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.

[10] Datum 10

“And so we must forge a new social compact – to guarantee all our kids the education they need; to give workers the power to unionize for better wages; to update the social safety net to reflect the way we live now and make more reforms to the tax code so
corporations and individuals who reap the most from the new economy don't avoid their obligations to the country that's made their success possible. **We can argue about how to best achieve these goals.**” (Paragraph 9)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry, where he asked to hold a discussion together with the utterance "We can argue about how to best achieve these goals" to find a way to overcome the new social compact.

In the datum [10], the utterance which underlines contains directives acts by paradigm case requesting based on Obama's utterance **"We can argue about how to best achieve these goals"**, (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.


“But without bolder action, our children won't have time to debate the existence of climate change; they'll be busy dealing with its effects: environmental disasters, economic disruptions, and waves of climate refugees seeking sanctuary. Now, **we can and should argue about the best approach to the problem.**” (Paragraph 13)
Description of the context:

Obama requests to the citizenry where he asks and requires that they take the best approach for discussion together with the utterance "we can and should argue about the best approach to the problem" to find ways to overcome the effects of natural disasters in the country.

In the datum [11], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting based on Obama's utterance "we can and should argue about the best approach to the problem". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: the utterance is not ambiguous, clear, the position of the speaker is below the hearer, the emphasis is smaller and the utterance is more polite On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.

[12] Datum 12

“If the scope of freedom and respect for the rule of law shrinks around the world, the likelihood of war within and between nations increases, and our own freedoms will eventually be threatened. So let's be vigilant, but not afraid.” (Paragraph 14)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry where he asked and invited them together, they were vigilant but they should not be too afraid with the utterance"Let's take care, but not afraid" that from the problems of the world war.
In the datum [12], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting contradictions is based on Obama's utterance "So let's be vigilant, but not afraid". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.


“You'll soon outnumber any of us, and I believe as a result that the future is in good hands.” (Paragraph 17)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry, where he asked and hoped that they would struggle with the utterance "a result that is the future is in good hands" which Obama aims to make citizenry feel able to do their best in the future.

In the datum [13], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting is based on Obama's utterance "a result of the future is in good hands". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in
underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.

[14] Datum 14

“I am asking you to believe. Not in my ability to bring about change - but in yours.” (Paragraph 17)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry where he asked and hoped to give confidence that they would make a change with the utterance "I am asking you to believe" which Obama aimed at so that citizenry felt they had the ability to change.

In the datum [14], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting is based on Obama's utterance "I am asking you to believe". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.
“**I am asking you to hold fast** to that faith written into our founding documents; that idea whispered by slaves and abolitionists; that spirit sung by immigrants and homesteaders and those who marched for justice.” (Paragraph 17)

Description of the context:

Obama requested to the citizenry where he asked to maintain the establishment of the country with the utterance "I am asking you to hold fast" which Obama aims to make citizenry feel responsible.

In the datum [15], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case requesting based on Obama's utterance "**I am asking you to hold fast**". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) can be said command, but this expression more polite than command, (b) usually used by young people to older people (c) the specific characteristic there is using the word “Please”, (d) usually uses the words would …, could …, or can. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case requesting criteria. So that utterance is included requesting.

3. Advising

In this term of advising there were 11 of advising among 33 utterances. The advising is giving someone advice that the speaker wants to hearer correct way based situation what happens in the past. Here, the paradigm case advising as to the analysis of utterances within directive acts which as follows:
“This is the great gift our Founders gave us. The freedom to chase our individual dreams through our sweat, toil, and imagination – **and the imperative to strive together as well**, to achieve a greater good.” (Paragraph 2)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he is advising and reminding that each of the citizenries has the freedom to pursue personal desires with a variety of efforts but Obama also reminded that for the greater good of the country they must be determined together with the utterance "and the imperative to strive together as well".

In the datum [16], the utterance which underlines directive contains acts by paradigm case advising based on Obama's utterance "**and the imperative to move together as well**". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[17] Datum 17

“The beginning of this century has been one of those times. A shrinking world, growing inequality; demographic change and the
specter of terrorism – these forces haven't just tested our security and prosperity, but our democracy as well. And how we meet these challenges to our democracy will determine our ability to educate our kids, and create good jobs, and protect our homeland.” (Paragraph 7)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he invited to take care their kid and homeland with the utterance "our democracy will determine" in the form of threat of our offence.

In the datum [17], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case advising based on Obama's utterance "our democracy will determine". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[18] Datum 18

“I've lived long enough to know that race relations are better than they were 10, or 20, or 30 years ago – you can see it not just in statistics, but in the attitudes of young Americans across the political spectrum.” (Paragraph 9)
Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises to realize the progress of attitudes of young Americans in the difference better now than then with the utterance "you can see it not just in statistics". Therefore Obama also asked to see attitudes of young Americans across the political spectrum.

In the datum [18], the utterance which underlines directive acts by paradigm case contains based on Obama's utterance "you can see it not just in statistics". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[19] Datum 19

"That's what our Constitution and highest ideals require. But laws alone won't be enough. Hearts must change." (Paragraph 10)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he is advise to change their way of thinking for constitutional achievement and high justice with the utterance of "Hearts must change".

In the datum [19], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case advising is based on Obama's
utterance "Hearts must change". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[20] Datum 20

“If our democracy is to work in this increasingly diverse nation, each one of us must try to heed the advice of one of the great characters in American fiction. Atticus Finch, who said, "You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of view…until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.” (Paragraph 10)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry, where he advises that they should prioritize advice from one of the American characters in the story with the utterance "each one of us must try to heed the advice". Because to be able to understand every person in a democratic American country with its various types. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case ordering criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

In the datum [20], the utterance which underlines directive actions by paradigm case advising is based on Obama's utterance "each one of us must try to heed the advice". From this case,
there are criteria of paradigms case follows: there is word advice, more to provide information and accompanied by incitement, more formally or officially utterance structures, and callbacks. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[21] Datum 21

“When voting rates are some of the lowest among advanced democracies, we should make it easier, not harder, to vote.”
(Paragraph 14)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises that they participate in launching and facilitating the voting nets when they occur with the utterance "we should make it easier, not harder, to vote ". Because in order to compete with other developed countries, Obama told them to do this.

In the datum [21], the utterance which underlines directive acts by paradigm case advising contains based on Obama's utterance "we should make it easier, not harder, to vote". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.
[22] Datum 22

“When trust in our institutions is low, we should reduce the corrosive influence of money in our politics, and insist on the principles of transparency and ethics in public service.” (Paragraph 14)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises to increase trust in state institutions so they must also be open and not play money in politics with the utterance "we should reduce the corrosive influence of money".

In the datum [22], the utterance which underlines contests directive acts by paradigm case advising based on Obama's utterance "we should reduce the corrosive influence of money". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[23] Datum 23

“In his own farewell address, George Washington wrote that self-government is the underpinning of our safety, prosperity, and liberty, but "from different causes and from different quarters much
pains will be taken…to weaken in your minds the conviction of this truth;" that **we should preserve it with "jealous anxiety:**" (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises to realize that the government has an important role for the country's prosperity otherwise it will be very fatal if it is in other circumstances, then Obama told them to be aware and to keep trying better than other countries with the utterance "we should preserve it with "jealous anxiety "". Therefore Obama hopes that they will remain loyal and continue to develop their country.

In the datum [23], the utterance which underlines the directive acts by paradigm case advising based on Obama's utterance "**we should preserve it with" jealous anxiety"**. From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[24] Datum 24

"In his own farewell address, George Washington wrote that self-government is the underpinning of our safety, prosperity, and liberty, but "from different causes and from different quarters much pains will be taken…to weaken in your minds the conviction of this
truth;" that we should preserve it with "jealous anxiety;" that we should reject "the first dawning of every attempt to alienate any portion of our country from the rest or to enfeeble the sacred ties" that make us one.” (Paragraph 15)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises them to quickly get rid of all the obstacles that can unite the state with the utterance "that we should reject".

In the datum [24], the utterance which underlines directive acts by paradigm case contains based on Obama's utterance "we should reject". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[25] Datum 25

“That faith I placed all those years ago, not far from here, in the power of ordinary Americans to bring about change – that faith has been rewarded in ways I couldn't possibly have imagined. I hope yours has, too.” (Paragraph 16)

Description of the context:
Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises that they have confidence in their potential to change America to a better change with the utterance "I hope yours has, too". Because, Obama has experience and understanding of the prospects for American employment, especially young people.

In the datum [25], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case advising based on Obama's utterance "I hope yours has, too". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

[26] Datum 26

“Because I know our work has not only helped so many Americans; it has inspired so many Americans – especially so many young people out there – to believe you can make a difference; to hitch your wagon to something bigger than yourselves.” (Paragraph 17)

Description of the context:

Obama advises to the citizenry where he advises to change and resist the obstacles those are in them with the utterance "you can make a difference". Because, Obama has experience and
understanding of the prospects for American employment, especially young people.

In the datum [26], the utterance which underlines directive contains acts by paradigm case advising based on Obama's utterance "you can make a difference". From this case, there are criteria of paradigms case follows: (a) Formal, experience required to give advice, (b) highly commercialized under consultancy services, (c) highly implemented and followed, (d) challenges may exist if you fail to follow advice, (e) the recommendation, instruction, and adjuration, etc. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm case advising criteria. So that utterance is included advising.

4. Suggesting

In this term of suggesting there were 7 of suggesting among 33 utterances. The advising is giving someone advice that the speaker wants to hearer correct way based situation what happens in the past. Here, the paradigm case advising as to the analysis of utterances within directive acts which as follows:

[27] Datum 27

“Our youth and drive, our diversity and openness, our boundless capacity for risk and reinvention mean that the future should be ours.” (Paragraph 5)

Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposesand convinced to raise the spirit that the good future must belong
together with the utterance "should be our" from several supporting aspects such as youth, drive and openness.

In the datum [27], the utterance which underlines contradictions directive acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "**should be ours**". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should, why don’t you, etc are followed by a *verb*, without *to*. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.

**[28] Datum 28**

“And so **we must forge a new social compact** – to guarantee all our kids the education they need; to give workers the power to unionize for better wages.” (Paragraph 9)

Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposes to take care of the education of kid and the workers with the utterance "we must forge a new social compact" which Obama aims for so that citizenry feel they have a responsibility
In the datum [28], the utterance which underlines contests direct acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "**we must forge a new social compact**". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should, why don’t you, etc are followed by a verb, without to. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.

[29] Datum 29

“Going forward, **we must uphold laws against discrimination** – in hiring, in housing, in education and the criminal justice system.” (Paragraph 10)

Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposes to uphold justice and fight the crimes of discriminating against with the utterance "we must uphold laws against discrimination" in several spheres such as hiring, houses, schools and criminal justice systems.

In the datum [29], the utterance which underlines the contains directive acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "**we must uphold laws against discrimination**". From
this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should, why don’t you, etc are followed by a verb, without to. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.

[30] Datum 30

“So regardless of the station we occupy; we have to try harder; to start with the premise that each of our fellow citizens loves this country just as much as we do.” (Paragraph 11)

Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposes to try to love the country with the utterance "we have to try harder".

In the datum [30], the utterance which underlines contains direct acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "we have to try harder". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should,
why don’t you, etc are followed by a verb, without to. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.

[32] Datum 31

“So just as we as citizens must remain vigilant against external aggression, we must guard against a weakening of the values that make us who we are.” (Paragraph 14)

Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposes to, strengthen state values to fend off threats from outside with the utterance ”we must guard against”.

In the datum [31], the utterance which underlines contains direct acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "we must guard against". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should, why don’t you, etc are followed by a verb, without to. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.
“So just as we as citizens must remain vigilant against external aggression,” (Paragraph 14)

Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposes to be wary of external threats with the utterance "we as citizenry must remain vigilant".

In the datum [32], the utterance which underlines contains directive acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "we, as citizenry, must remain vigilant". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should, why don’t you, etc are followed by a verb, without to. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.

“All of us, regardless of party, should throw ourselves into the task of rebuilding our democratic institutions.” (Paragraph 14)
Description of the context:

Obama suggested to the citizenry where he purposes to go directly to the development of democracy in the country with the utterance "should throw ourselves".

In the datum [33], the utterance which underlines contradictions directive acts by paradigm case suggesting based on Obama's utterance "should throw ourselves". From this case, there are criteria for paradigm case which follows: (a) Suggestions are most often reported using the verbs suggest, insist, recommend, demand, request, and purpose followed by a that clause, (b) No experience required to provide suggestion, not commercialized, few people implement suggestions, no implications or negative consequences, hunt, offer, idea, plan, intimation, etc, (c) all expressions of should, why don’t you, etc are followed by a verb, without to. On the basis of the words in underlines which, in accordance with the paradigm of case suggesting criteria. So that utterance is included suggesting.

4.1.2 Kind of directive acts is the most dominant Barack Obama productions

The dominant kind of directive acts is paradigms case advising from the data there is 11 utterance, it’s also because this speech is the event as formal or official which the speaker often to give advice. Obama was given the utterance of advising that also exact with criteria of paradigm case of advising. Therefore, Obama was using polite form of utterance that gives more information than ordering, requesting and suggesting utterance.